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DISTANCE / TIME 
12 km / 4-5 hr 
 
TOTAL ASCENT 
380 m  
 
START 
Flash 
SK 025 672 SK17 0SW  
 
FINISH 
Brierlow Bar
SK 087 698 SK17 9PY
 
MAP 
OS Explorer Map OL24 1:25,000 
White Peak area 

REFRESHMENTS 
High Peak Bookstore and Café,  
Brierlow Bar 
  
ELEVATION PROFILE 

 

SUMMARY 
This is a short but moderately strenuous section that starts with fabulous views across 
typical Dark Peak scenery created by folded Late Carboniferous sandstones and shales 
that underlie the headwaters of the Manifold and Dove rivers. Careful way-finding is 
required as the route is not always obvious. As you leave Booth Farm the landforms 
change dramatically because the Early Carboniferous limestones are encountered again. 
In poor weather you may choose to avoid the steep and slippery slopes of Chrome Hill 
and Parkhouse Hill. Beyond those soaring fins of limestone there are two more stiff climbs 
before you reach the high limestone plateau, skirt around the enormous Hindlow Quarry 
and descend to Brierlow Bar.

Flash to Brierlow Park 
Flash – Washgate – Booth Farm – Chrome/Parkhouse Hills – Earl Sterndale – Brierlow Bar
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The village of Flash was once a centre for silk button making and pedlars known as 
‘Flashmen’. There are no facilities to speak of, apart from the New Inn, which despite its 
name is over 250 years old and generally opens only in the evenings. There is on-street 
parking for cars in the village and buses run along the adjacent A53.

S  From the village centre, take the somewhat overgrown footpath that skirts around the 
southern edge of the churchyard and proceed through the farmyard of Northfield Farm. Go 
through a metal kissing gate following a waymark towards the main road. The impressive 
ridge in front and sweeping away to your right is made of Longnor Sandstone. Continue 
straight ahead to meet the A53 at another metal kissing gate. Take great care in crossing 
this busy main road. 

Do not take the footpath heading downhill, but instead take the track to Blackbank. At 
Blackbank continue straight ahead, going through a small gate. After a few metres turn 
left over a step stile heading downhill, following the Manifold Trail waymarks. Cross the 
stream and head towards a prominent tree on the skyline although the path here is not 
clearly defined. 

At the tree, head half left towards a 
stile in the wire fence. Cross over the 
stile to keep a tumbledown wall and 
wire fence to your right. Continue 
towards a patch of woodland; the 
path here is very overgrown, irregular 
and wet in winter. Proceed along the 
northern edge of Brand Plantation, 
cross a stile on the right and go 
downhill towards some farm buildings 
in the valley (Photo 7.1). Cross the 
infant River Manifold and head up 
towards a metal gate with a tall 
waymark post to reach a lane.

Cross the lane to a footpath that 
follows a post and wire fence in a 
rising traverse of Edgetop, with views 
of the Manifold valley opening up on 
the right. Cross a stile on the skyline 
and a small field to reach the road. 

2  Turn right, passing the entrance drive of Burn Booth. After a further 50 m, hairpin left 
down a public bridleway towards Moseley. The high, whale-back ridge in front of you is 
Hollins Hill, yet another expression of the Longnor Sandstone as it wraps itself around 
the head of the valley in an anticlinal fold. The serrated feature beyond and to its right is 
Chrome Hill, a limestone mass with a completely different appearance. 

At Moseley turn right over an inconspicuous stile, heading downhill alongside a stream. 
Proceed along a narrow ridge between two streams to reach a road. Turn left and head 
uphill for 100 m before turning right into a green lane. Soon reach a T-junction and 
turn right again to follow the track down steps worn into the Longnor Sandstone before 
reaching an eighteenth century packhorse bridge over the River Dove. This track is 
Washgate, an ancient route used for transporting goods between the Goyt and Dove valleys. 
Continue uphill on the cobbled track to Leycote and then turn left towards Booth Farm. 

Photo 7.1 Descending into the upper Manifold valley 
with Edgetop in prospect, a bold escarpment formed  
by the same Longnor Sandstone seen near Flash.  
It reappears here because of folding.
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3   Leave Booth Farm by its access road and follow it for 250 m towards limestone crags in 
the hillside, noticing how suddenly the scenery has changed. A stile on the right leads to a 
concessionary footpath that rises gently towards an obvious stile in a wall on the skyline, 
to the left of a clump of trees above Stoop Farm (Photo 7.2). 

Photo 7.2 Approaching 
Stoop Farm with the 
prominent limestone 
features of Tor Rock 
(centre) and Chrome 
Hill (right) beyond. 

Head towards a multidirectional footpath sign and follow the concessionary footpath to 
Glutton Bridge via Chrome Hill, keeping the wall to your left. Pass several sinkholes in the 
limestone and keep to the left of Tor Rock. Continue straight ahead through several gates, 
following the white waymarks towards the obvious spine of Chrome Hill. Eventually this 
path turns right and heads downhill, past an old reservoir and next to a deep gully that 
occasionally carries a stream.

4  Follow the path, now turning 
sharp left towards Chrome Hill. 
The wide valley ahead is eroded 
into weak shales but there are more 
resistant rocks on either side; older 
limestones to the north and younger 
sandstones to the south. The geology 
hereabouts is quite varied, with these 
different rock types being brought 
into sharp contact along the edge 
of a limestone platform that was 
progressively buried by sandstones 
and shales during Carboniferous 
times1. Local faults and small 
landslides complicate the picture 
still further (Map 7.1).

There are various routes over or 
around Chrome Hill and your choice 
will depend on the weather, fitness 
and enthusiasm. The ridge crest 
provides tremendous views, but there 
are steep slopes on both sides and 
some care is required (Photo 7.3).

Map 7.1 Discrete masses of reef-like limestone (in purple) 
that formed around the edge of the White Peak lagoon are 
seen at Swallow Tor (ST), Chrome Hill (CH) and Park-
house Hill (PH). The limestones were originally deposited 
on the sea floor that fringed the lagoon and sloped down 
southwards into deeper water beyond. The heavy black 
lines show faults that have subsequently dislocated the 
limestones and enhanced their steep northern flanks. 
Many of the weak shales (in pale yellow) show evidence  
of downslope slumping and spring sapping. 

CH

PH

ST
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Photo 7.3 Looking southeast from Chrome Hill towards Parkhouse Hill, with the line of hills beyond 
marking the edge of the limestone platform that forms the high plateau to the north. To the south, 
weaker shales have been eroded by the River Dove to form a wide valley.  
 
Reach the minor road beyond Chrome Hill at a cattle grid and then negotiate Parkhouse 
Hill in a similar vein. If you choose avoidance tactics, turn right along the road and pass 
the point where the byway from Hollinsclough joins it. Soon afterwards, follow a faint 
footpath on the left that gradually diverges from the road and skirts the base of the hill. 
Continue through a small gate, across two fields to reach a lane. Go straight across to pick 
up a footpath that rises diagonally left uphill and across fields to Earl Sterndale.

This remote and unspoilt village stands at 320 m above sea level and it has a church, 
school and dwellings clustered around a pretty green. The surrounding farms used to 
belong to several medieval monastic granges said to be tended by monks from Basingwerk 
Abbey in north Wales. Sadly, the village pub is closed until further notice.

5  From the village green take the minor road heading north, past the school, to the 
hamlet of Fernydale. At the public footpath sign just beyond a layby, take stone steps on 
the right and continue to climb steeply over open ground towards the skyline. 

Once at the top of the slope, look back to admire Glutton Dale which trends NE-SW and 
cuts through the edge of the limestone platform. The upper part of the dale is virtually 
encircled by resistant masses of limestone that are well exposed in the gorge-like section 
through which the road runs. Beyond that the dale broadens out as weaker shales are 
encountered. This natural embayment may well reflect the shape of the platform margin 
in Carboniferous times2.

Straight ahead is Hindlow Quarry, one of four large quarries between here and the A515 
that extract limestone for a wide range of industrial purposes. The rock in this quarried 
corridor is particularly pure Bee Low Limestone, although material from other parts of 
the country is also brought here for processing. 
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Turn left and follow the footpath along the edge of the quarry (Photo 7.4) to reach the 
B5053. Take care as lots of heavy lorries use this road. Turn right and walk to Brierlow Bar 
where there is a car park, bookshop and café at the junction with the A515. Buses running 
between Ashbourne and Buxton also stop here.

Photo 7.4 The thick, horizontal beds of Bee Low Limestone exposed in Hindlow Quarry were deposited 
in shallow water, probably in a lagoonal setting2.

 
Footnotes 
1. Upper Dove Valley 
Neil Aitkenhead, 2012. Mercian Geologist, 18 (1), 80-81.  
A brief account of a field trip to the area around Earl Sterndale that usefully includes a detailed 
geological map and illustrative cross-sections of the carbonate platform margin.  
http://www.emgs.org.uk/publications.htm

2. Geology of the country around Buxton, Leek and Bakewell 
Neil Aitkenhead and others, 1985. Memoir for 1:50,000 Geological Sheet 111 (England and Wales). 
Natural Environment Research Council.  
Detailed accounts of the rocks, fossils, minerals and geological structures in the southern Peak 
District. Those sections describing the Early Carboniferous platform margin limestones and the 
Namurian Longnor Sandstone are most relevant here.  
https://webapps.bgs.ac.uk/Memoirs/docs/B01565.html

Photo credits 
Cover & Photo 7.2: Martin Whiteley 
Photo 7.1, 7.3 & 7.4: Albert Benghiat

Map acknowledgement 
BGS Map, Geological Survey of England and Wales 1:63,360/1:50,000 Geological Map Series,  
Sheet 111 (Buxton, 1978). Permit Number CP22/035 BGS © UKRI 1978. All rights reserved. 
Source: https://webapps.bgs.ac.uk/data/maps/maps.cfc?method=viewRecord&mapId=9352
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Flash to Brierlow Park 
Flash – Washgate – Booth Farm – Chrome/Parkhouse Hills – Earl Sterndale – Brierlow Bar
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Base Map; outdooractive Cartography; © OpenStreetMap; (www.openstreetmap.org)
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SECTION 7 - Geological Map
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This map shows the rock formations that occur along this section of the GeoWalk, 
although it is important to realise that the rock may not be particularly visible on the 
ground because it is usually concealed by a cover of vegetation, soil and superficial 
deposits such as alluvium, head or peat. The best places to see the solid bedrock are in 
natural exposures such as cliffs and river banks, or when revealed in quarries and road/
railway cuttings. For a more detailed key that shows the age relationships between rock 
formations, see the original BGS map(s).

Fault

Geological boundary

Inclined strata,
dip in degrees

Mineral vein

Landslide deposits

Geological symbols
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Monsal Dale  
Limestone Mo

Bee Low  
LimestoneBLL

Longnor  
SandstoneLoS

Carbonate Mud  
Mounds (‘Reefs’)k

Roaches GritRoG

Namurian  
Shale 


